Battery Operated LED Lectern Light—Starts Bright, Stays Bright

Until now, battery operated lights had a fundamental limitation. The amount of light produced grows dimmer as time goes on. The drop in light after only a few hours of use is often 50%. The new AmpliVox S1135 Lectern Light with intelligent electronic circuitry solves that problem dramatically. Even after it has been on for hours, it produces virtually the same amount of light as when it was turned on.

STARTS BRIGHT, STAYS BRIGHT!

- High, Medium and Low power levels let you choose brightest light vs longest battery time.
- High Contrast / low-glare, full-spectrum (daylight color temperature) light. Increases visibility for accurately reading small print.
- Bright, wide beam, lights two pages at a time. With four times more light then the typical battery-operated clip-on light.
- Flexible gooseneck allows for fast and easy positioning.
- Gripper pad holds firmly on smooth surfaces.
- End of battery life warning indicates to user before final 30 minutes of battery life.
- End of battery life circuit protects rechargeable batteries from damage due to deep discharge.

Applications:
Lecterns, Music Stands

Specifications

Clip-on Base
Size: 3 1/4" H x 2 1/4" W x 3/4" D
Color: Black
Weight: 9 oz.

Gooseneck
Size: 9" L

Battery Performance
Batteries: 4 - "AA"
Operational Life:
Low - 11 hours
Medium - 7 hours
High - 4 hours

Includes: Weather Resistant Carry Case, 4 - "AA" alkaline batteries

Travel Case Included

S1135 LED Gooseneck Lectern Light

1 lbs $80.00